**NAFSA: Intercultural Communication in Practice**

International educators (are expected to) provide intercultural guidance to students going abroad and incoming international students, as well as to other constituents on an increasingly diverse campus. How we navigate these intercultural experiences can impact cultural adjustment and inclusion. Move beyond intercultural theory to develop your own facilitative framework to support intercultural learning among students, scholars, faculty, and staff.

**Objectives**
- Use intercultural communication strategies to support cultural adjustment for incoming and outgoing students, faculty and staff.
- Diagnose needs, provide training, and measure growth using intercultural development models and instruments.
- Develop an intercultural learning framework to facilitate a responsive and inclusive community on campus.

**Start Date:** Tuesday, August 02, 2022  
**End Date:** Thursday, August 04, 2022  
**Time:** 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time

For registration:  
https://shop.nafsa.org/events/registration.aspx?event=22VCW_ICIP&ga=2.104273858.39724753.1659339202-800347088.1659339202

---

**EAIE - Barcelona 2022: 32nd Annual EAIE Conference and Exhibition**

The 32nd Annual EAIE Conference and Exhibition will take place 13–16 September in the vibrant city of Barcelona, Spain.

**What’s included in my conference fee?**
- Conference sessions.
- Tea and coffee on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.
- Lunch on Wednesday and Thursday.
- Opening Reception and Plenary.
- Closing Plenary and Luncheon.
- Access to the EAIE Exhibition.
- Free public transport card for Barcelona.
- Access to the virtual event platform and all virtual sessions.

**Impossible to attend in person? Join virtually**

If you cannot make it to Barcelona this September, you can opt for the virtual-only pass which includes a virtual conference programme.

**What’s included in my virtual-only conference fee?**
- Livestream of Opening and Closing Plenary.
- Access to 30 sessions specially curated into themed broadcasts.
- All-day coffee corners for networking.
- Virtual poster gallery.
- Messaging and video calls with in-person and virtual participants.

For Registration:  
https://www.eaie.org/conference-registration

For more information, please visit the website:  
https://www.eaie.org/barcelona/fees-payment.html

**Regular registration:** 30 June to 26 August 2022 (17:00 CEST)  
**Late registration:** 30 August to 16 September 2022
QS - Masters Fair Istanbul

Meet 30+ universities in person and discover 100+ masters and Ph.D programmes from the UK, France, Germany, US and more. Some of the universities confirmed are HULT (US) INSEAD (FR), ESSEC (FR), Politecnico de Milano (IT), and Bocconi (IT). This networking fair is your opportunity to find your dream university – with worldwide institutions under one roof waiting to meet you. Simply register (for free!) and join us on the day. It’s a straightforward way to take that next academic and career step.

24th September, 2022, 3.00pm - 5.30pm (Timezone: Europe/Istanbul)

Get in touch at aykut.temizer@qs.com with any questions.

For more information, please visit https://qs.topuniversities.com/events/masters/istanbul?qs_qp=topnav&_ga=2.36503205.487148957.1659340888-1352129489.1659340888

THE-The Higher Education: RE-EMERGING, RE-DEFINING, RE-ENERGISING ANZ

The ANZ region finds itself emerging from what is undeniably its most turbulent few years in recent memory. The degradation of the physical environment and multiple lockdowns have given rise to a very different landscape now compared to just two years ago.

This event has been designed in consultation with the sector to identify the biggest challenges faced by higher education right now. Join your colleagues from across the higher education sector and be a part of the first in-person meeting of this kind for university administrators since the pandemic.

THE Campus Live aims to:

- Shine a light on conversations that usually exist behind closed doors to discuss meaningful changes.
- Identify shared challenges and successes and establish new relationships and networks.
- Share impactful practices that can be replicated in your own institution.

This event has been designed in consultation with the sector to identify the biggest challenges faced by higher education right now, with these areas having been highlighted as pivotal to the advancement of the sector:

1. Equity, diversity and inclusion.
2. Innovating teaching and learning
3. Internationalization.
4. Operational sustainability.
5. The importance of transformation.
6. Working with industry.

For more details: https://www.timeshighered-events.com/live-anz-2022/page/2106442/speakers
For Agenda: https://www.timeshighered-events.com/live-anz-2022/agenda
**NAFSA Member Listening Session**

Join NAFSA President and Chair of the Board of Directors, LaNitra Berger, for a conversation about NAFSA and to learn more about the NAFSA Executive Director & CEO Search Committee process. This NAFSA Member Listening session is open to current NAFSA members only. This will be the first of two listening sessions.

As mentioned during previous correspondence, NAFSA’s current Executive Director & CEO Esther Brimmer has announced she is leaving NAFSA at the end of this year.

The search process includes opportunities for nominations and feedback. The Board of Directors is eager to hear what members have to say! The listening sessions provide a chance for members to discuss the qualities they would like to see in NAFSA’s next leader.

**Date:** Tuesday, August 02, 2022  
**Time:** 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM Eastern Daylight Time  
Registration for this event will close on August 1, 2022 at 5:00 p.m. EDT.  
For details:  
https://www.nafsa.org/events/nafsa-member-listening-session  
For Regestration:  
https://shop.nafsa.org/events/registration.aspx?event=22MRCFAUG$_ga=2.104779970.39724753.1659339202-800347088.1659339202

---

**UNIMED: Webinar - Launch of the Toolkit for Virtual Exchange and Blended Mobility**

This Toolkit is developed to show higher education professionals which steps they can take to integrate and accredit Virtual Exchange at HEIs. It provides inspiration, tools and key information to come to strategies that are suitable for different institutional realities. Whether you are an administrative officer wanting to explore what VE integration can bring to your university, or a teacher struggling to find ways to accredit and sustain your VE activities in the curriculum; the FRAMES Toolkit will help you take action. During the virtual event FRAMES team members will present the toolkit to you and discuss ways that higher education professionals can use it to their advantage.

**When:** 29 September, 3:00-3:40 pm CEST (Online on Zoom).  
For details:  
https://www.uni-med.net/en/launch-of-the-toolkit/  
For Registration/ Zoom link:  
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIpd_euhpjwthDVOVFnpMiWZuivrirTrzaCF  
https://www.uni-med.net/launch-of-the-toolkit/
The 3rd round of the KANS Scientific Competition in 2022

The Mustafa (PBUH) Science and Technology Foundation (MSTF), a member of EURAS intends to hold the 3rd KANS Scientific Competition in 2022.

KANS organized a scientific competition among inventors, scholars, university students, and professors (under 45 years of age) throughout Islamic countries. This event aims at finding the best scientific solutions to spot and tackle the challenges of society. Due to this purpose, a novel formation is designed for the upcoming event, in which pavilions would be the core of the event.

The competition is held in 6 main subjects including:
- Health & Med-tech.
- ICT & AI.
- Electronics, and Robotics.
- Agriculture and Food Industries.
- Mining and Mineral Industries.

According to the MSTF definition for competition, a "pavilion" is a national or international scientific institution that declares its local substantial challenges and invites scientists and innovators from all over the Islamic world to answer the challenges. In other words, pavilions are seekers and young scientists are solvers. Finally, the best solvers will be chosen and awarded by the jury committee. It is worth mentioning that there will be no cost for the pavilions to participate in this event.

For more information, please visit the website: KANS@mstfdn.org or kans.mstfdn.org

The QS Master's and PhD Fair

Have the opportunity to meet face-to-face university representatives, professionals and educational organisations who provide useful information on postgraduate courses, admission criteria, and applying for a visa to study in the UK and US. Register and start the new stage of your life.

Date: 6 October 2022.
Time: 7.30pm - 10.00pm (Time zone: Europe/Istanbul).
Location: Princesa Plaza, Madrid.

Some of the universities who confirmed their participation are following:
- UCLA (US), NYU (US), University of Manchester (UK), University of Edinburgh (UK), INSEAD (FR), ESSEC (FR), Politecnico de Milano (IT), Bocconi (IT) and many more.

Take advantage of the unique benefits of an education fair that will inspire your future.

Get in touch at europe@qs.com with any questions
For more information, please visit the website: https://qs.topuniversities.com/events/masters/madrid?qs_qp=topnav&ga=2.53787880.1306709797.1660289590-1352129489.1659340888

uni-med: Call for a Video Production Company (VPC) – organisation or individual

UNIMED – Mediterranean Universities Union is looking for a Video Production Company (VPC) – organisation or individual – to develop a promotional video to represent the Interreg MED Communities’ main message for the COP27, the UN Climate Change Conference 2022 that will take place in Sharm el-Sheikh, 6-18 November 2022.

The contract is carried out in the framework of the Sustainable Tourism project, an Interreg MED Initiative launched in November 2016 that will be operative until December 2022, whose main mission is to promote sustainable tourism solutions in the Mediterranean coastal areas.

Offers should be sent to uni-med@pec.it by 05th September, 2022

For more information, please visit: https://www.uni-med.net/en/call-for-a-video-production-company-vpc-organisation-or-individual-deadline-05092022/
**QS Virtual Connect Masters event**

Join online meetings with representatives of international universities from Europe, the US and Asia!

**Date:** 27 September 2022  
**Time:** 2.30pm - 6.00pm ( timezone: europe/istanbul)  
**Location:** Central Asia & Azerbaijan (Virtual)

Get information about master’s programmes, admissions processes and more at this free online event for postgraduate candidates in Central Asia and Azerbaijan. Ask university teams about life on campus, employment opportunities during and after your studies, funding options and how their programme will suit your career goals.


---


THE World Academic Summit 2022, in partnership with New York University, will focus on the theme of trajectories. We will examine the role of higher education leaders and policymakers in identifying, adapting to and meeting rising expectations for progress in three different areas: institutions, students & wider higher education sector.

THE’s flagship annual summit will bring together some of the world’s most influential leaders and researchers to discuss where higher education is headed and how it will contribute to these multiple trajectories at the individual level of student success, at the institutional level of pedagogical and research excellence and relevance, and at the sector level of meeting the needs of society and being viewed as a crucial player in a post-pandemic world.

To get more information please visit the website: [https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022](https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022)
To see the agenda please visit: [https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/agenda](https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/agenda)
To see the speakers please visit: [https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/page/1906467/speakers](https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/page/1906467/speakers)
To get registered please visit: [https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/home](https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/home)
For more information, please visit: [https://www.timeshighered-events.com/live-anz-2022](https://www.timeshighered-events.com/live-anz-2022)
Uni-Med - Call for tender: ICT supply for the INsPIRE project

In the framework of the project INsPIRE, coordinated by the University of Siena, UNIMED has launched an open procedure to select a provider able to supply ICT materials (see Tenders Specifications) to be delivered to the following Universities in Iraq: University of Mosul, University of Baghdad, University of Basrah, Al-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University, Sumer University, Al-Qasim Green University, University of Basrah Oil and Gas, Al Karkh University for Science, Southern Technical University, Wasit University.

INsPIRE seeks to achieve good governance practices in the HE sector in Iraq, including institutional values such as autonomy, accountability, participation, internationalisation and well-structured management systems to ensure high-quality performance of universities and a solid strategic planning process. The project is funded in the framework of the Erasmus+ CBHE Programme of the European Union, Project number 598790-EPP-1-2018-1-IT-EPPKA2-CBHE-SP.


The THE World Academic Summit 2022, in partnership with New York University, will focus on the theme of trajectories. We will examine the role of higher education leaders and policymakers in identifying, adapting to and meeting rising expectations for progress in three different areas: •Institutions •Students •Wider higher education sector

THE’s flagship annual summit will bring together some of the world’s most influential leaders and researchers to discuss where higher education is headed and how it will contribute to these multiple trajectories at the individual level of student success, at the institutional level of pedagogical and research excellence and relevance, and at the sector level of meeting the needs of society and being viewed as a crucial player in a post-pandemic world.

To Get More Information Please Visit the Website: https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022

NAFSA: WORKSHOP - FILING ACADEMIC H-1B PETITIONS

Join international education colleagues for this offering of Filing Academic H-1B Petitions Learn key regulatory information from experts in the field who provide guidance and insights into the common pitfalls that come with these petitions. This workshop helps you prepare the petition and also learn model practices from other institutions on creating efficient and consistent hiring processes for your own campus. Learn more about workshops here.

Start Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022
End Date: Friday, September 30, 2022
Time: 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time

Workshop Objectives:

- Assemble an H-1B petition including establishing eligibility, determining prevailing wage, and filing essential documentation.
- Reference relevant sources of authority and regulatory guidance to ensure compliance when filing H-1B petitions.
- Advise your institutions and international employees on H-1B obligations and responsibilities.

Workshop Agenda: Foundations of H-1B, Petitioner, Position, Beneficiary & Filing and follow up.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT THE WEBSITE: https://www.nafsa.org/professional-resources/learning-and-training/filing-academic-h-1b-petitions

FOR REGISTRATION PLEASE VISIT: https://shop.nafsa.org/events/registration.aspx?event=22VCW_BFH1&_ga=2.259903181.696637200.1660637972-800347088.1659339202